BLOCK: _________  LOT: ____________
ZONE: _________  SINGLE_____  DUPLEX_____  OTHER _____

PROPERTY LOCATION

PROPERTY OWNER          PHONE #         E-MAIL

CONTRACTOR             PHONE #         E-MAIL

SIGNATURE OF
APPLICANT: ____________________________________________________________________
I hereby certify that I am aware of the Harvey Cedars Zoning Ordinance (Chapter XIII) as it pertains to the proposed work and the work is in full compliance with the Ordinance.

DESCRIBE PROPOSED WORK: __________________________________________________________________________

Checklist for ZONING PERMIT application:
_____ Current full-scale plot plan/survey marked with proposal
_____ Architectural plans and /or adequate details
_____ Fee ($______) check made out to the Borough of Harvey Cedars
_____ Attach Board resolution, if applicable
_____ Underground utility sign-off for NSF & Major Addition & Renovations
_____ Survey showing detailed Subsurface Infiltration System & $400 fee for engineer review and inspection.

----------------------------------------ZONING OFFICE USE ONLY--------------------------------------
DATE APPROVED: _______________  CONDITIONS: ______________________________________________________

________________________________________

ZONING OFFICER

DENIED: _____ DATE: __________   Comments________________________________________________________